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ONESAILS INTRODUCES NEW TECHNOLOGIES  
TO THE US SAILING MARKET 

 

OneSails, the world’s fastest growing sailmaker, has entered the US market.  OneSails 
North Atlantic, formerly Doyle Sails Long Island, will continue to provide high quality 
performance sails backed by the highest level of service to the North East.  Now, under the 
OneSails label, the loft is able to offer the next generation OneSails technology to its 
customers.   

OneSails was formed in 2007 to introduce a new sail membrane technology to established 
sailmakers. Millenium, as it was dubbed, was developed by Italian textile engineer, 
Piercarlo Molta. This technology offered the benefits of a continuous fiber load path sail 
membrane without lamination concerns for high performance sails.  

Delamination is the main cause of failure in continuous fiber sail membranes. Rather than 
bonding layers of film and fibers with adhesives, OneSails introduced a bonding method 
that chemists refer to as heat activated cross polymerisation. When the membrane is 
heated under pressure, the polymers chemically fuse around the fibers encapsulating them 
and fusing the layers to form one piece. The process has nearly eliminated any chance of 
delamination. It also delivers a surprisingly large weight savings due to the absence of 
adhesives. Since creating Millenium, Piercarlo Molta has been responsible for all 
subsequent upgrades to the OneSails membrane sail technology and remains the 
company’s R&D co-ordinator. 

By the end of the company’s first year OneSails had established 10 lofts in 7 countries. As 
the company’s CEO and founder, Dede De Luca, observes: “There were many sailmakers 
who immediately realized the potential of the technology and the ideas behind it.” 

In 2019, as the company celebrates its 12th anniversary, there are 44 OneSails lofts across 
29 countries. According to De Luca, one of the strengths of the company throughout its first 
decade had been the experience of the sailmakers, sailors and engineers within its network 
combined with their chief creative force, Piercarlo Molta. “It is the mix of experience, 
creativity and dynamism that enables us to continually evolve our products.”  

OneSails 4T FORTE™ is the result of the company’s concerted sail membrane innovation 
efforts. This state-of-the-art membrane technology is made using what the company refers 
to as Multi Micro Structure (or MMS™). With MMS technology, the surfaces of the main 
structural fibers with microscopic layers to block UV, add abrasion resistance, and add 
ripstop properties. This eliminates the need for an addition taffeta outer layer typically used 
by other manufacturers to gain these structural features. A 4T FORTE™ sail membrane 
comprises an average of 19 micro layers of materials or treatments, each with a specific 
function. 

In 2013 OneSails introduced STR™ Solid Stripes as a load bearing component for 4T sails. 
STR is an ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) polymer patented by 
Japanese manufacturer Teijin. Unlike carbon or aramid fibers which are bundled to create 
a yarn, STR comes as a thin, flat tape. STR tapes offer omni-directional stretch resistance 
where yarns cannot. “The rectangular cross section of STR tapes stack far better than 
circular cross-section fibers.” says De Luca, “This enables us to create a lighter, more 
supple and stable membrane than is otherwise possible. Their omni-directional properties 
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further stabilize the membrane without adding any additional material. We developed some 
specific features of STR with Teijin, which they make exclusively for us.”   

STR offers a significant stretch resistance to weight benefit over a standard carbon-Mylar 
membrane sail. For example, a 4T Forte sail built in STR will have a weight of 300 g/sqm 
and a modulus of 245, while a conventional carbon/Mylar membrane will weigh 355g/sqm 
and have a modulus of 210. According to De Luca, a 4T Forte sail in STR offers many 
additional advantages: “If we talk about tear resistance, flex fatigue, abrasion, resistant to 
the atmosphere - it is incredibly superior. It is not even possible to compare…” 

4T Forte using STR offers other significant benefits in these ‘green’ times.  These 
membranes are fully recyclable. Come the end of a sail’s life, the membrane can be 
shredded and molded into pellets. “You can put the pellets into a mold and create any 
plastic part.” says de Luca. “We’ve built dinghy headboards for example.” Manufacturing 
4T Forte has also been certified to conform to ISO 14040 life cycle assessment. The 
process has the lowest CO2 emissions of any material used to build sails. This includes 
woven Dacron.  

4T Forte sails are gaining popularity across the market. They have performed particularly 
well in one design racing classes such as the Farr 40 and Melges 32. For these classes, 
OneSails have developed a more extreme version of 4T Forte called Naked. De Luca 
explains, “4T Naked is for high level inshore racing sails, where you care less about things 
like UV or abrasion resistance.  The structural components are fused with only one surface 
rather than in a sandwich.”  

OneSails’ membranes are manufactured by Flexon Composites, in Tuscany, Italy. They 
are then dispatched to their lofts around the world for finishing.  The Tuscan Valley is the 
Silicon Valley of the textile industry.  Textiles have been created there for more than 1,000 
years.   

De Luca stresses the importance of input from sail designers and sailmakers at the local 
lofts within the OneSails network.  He states that there are few one size fits all solutions in 
sailmaking. “How sailors react to 15 knots of wind in the Mediterranean is very different 
compared to Northern Europe. The sails should not be identical,” maintains de Luca. “This 
is one reason we are not centralizing manufacturing. Sails need to be designed and built 
with intelligent local input. Local sail lofts that build sails are the market’s best resource for 
sails and service. They have the expertise, space, equipment and materials on hand to 
service the local market where service lofts do not. We call ourselves glocal – global, in 
terms of design and sharing all of our information, but otherwise we are local.”  
Collaboration between the individual OneSails lofts has allowed us to develop the best 
practice standards for finishing sails.  

Flavio Formosa, OneSails’ Technical Director, warns, “You can have a great membrane 
and an excellent design, but you can still mess up the sail in its finishing. We have, and are 
continuously building, an enormous database covering how to finish sails. We are manic 
about details.  Finishing details for these sails require real craftsmanship. With this online 
system you can input the type of sail, the type of boat, the type of finishing you want, and 
you can get out every single small detail from the type of thread and needle you need to 
use, the amount of stitching you need to put in the corners, to the webbing, the rings and 
batten pockets, batten receptacle, leech lines, etc.” 
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Designers within OneSails lofts use Sailpack design software, developed by BSG in La 
Rochelle, France. Design information and data for every OneSail sail is logged within the 
Sailpack system. The software features a CFD/FSI module that is monitored centrally by 
OneSails’ team of engineers in Italy. Each 4T sail is reviewed to see if it is likely to push 
any structural limits. As Formosa explains: “CFD/FSI can’t be run on a simple laptop. You 
need a more sophisticated system. Even then, it is still very time-consuming work.” 
OneSails is working with Diverse Yachts in Hamble to develop new miniature load cells 
that can be fitted into the corners of sails to measure the actual loads to compare to the 
loads predicted by the FSI. 

OneSails market spans from Optimists (the World Champions for the last four years have 
used OneSails) thru 100 foot plus Super-Yachts.  OneSails set a record for building the 
largest one-piece mainsail and jib (for the Wally 143 and 130). In between these extremes, 
OneSails-powered yachts have won the ORC World and European titles, the X-35 and 
Beneteau 25 Worlds and the ultra-competitive Melges 32 European circuit for 3 years 
running.  

In just 12 years, OneSails has broken into the major sailing markets around the world and 
are actively pursuing a greater presence with the pinnacle classes such as the TP52, Maxi 
72, and IMOCA 60s. “We are working on projects in these markets today. I am confident 
that our products will be seen on more and more of the biggest teams in sailing shortly,” 
says De Luca. “With the correct primary and secondary structure, plus increased UV and 
abrasion resistance, 4T Forte is ideal for offshore use. It has already been successfully 
tested on a competitive Class 40 and on the Carkeek 47, Indian.  In the Rolex Sydney 
Hobart Race, Indian had to endure 45+ knot wind conditions. After the race, the crew was 
amazed to see the mainsail in perfect condition. The offshore surfaces for 4T are 
remarkably durable and light.”  

Innovation is the fundamental driver at OneSails. Utilizing their Integrated Furling System 
(IFS™) OneSails introduced the first free flying, downwind roller furling spinnaker that does 
not require an anti-torsional cable. IFS™ spinnakers incorporate a net of continuous 
structural fibers laid directly on to the sail’s luff. “We’ve eliminated the need for these 
expensive, cumbersome cables. Their absence makes the sail far easier to manage and 
less expensive”, explains de Luca. “It reduces weight and makes for a much smaller 
package when the sail is bagged. We see this more for the cruising side.” 

For the last six years OneSails has been working on a practical version of a sailing wing. 
Unlike the solid wings that must be craned in and out, the OneSails wing is comprised of 2 
mainsails, mounted side by side, their luffs joined by a U-shaped reefable nose section. 
The end product can be hoisted and dropped in a similar fashion to a conventional soft 
mainsail. They have built a working version of this wing and fitted it to an Elan 36 based in 
Livorno, Italy. “This is another cruising innovation”, says De Luca. “We believe it possible 
to create a really simple boat which you can steer with a wheel like on a car and the wing 
will trim itself with electronics.” 

Thanks to its fearless pioneering, innovation, and expanding network, OneSails seems 
certain to take up an even stronger position in the global sailmaking marketplace.  

 


